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THE HOUSE OF HIDDEN MOTHERS

Engaging and moving, The House
of Hidden Mothers is certainly one
of 2015’s must-reads

By Meera Syal CBE.

Welcome to Little India, situated in
East London: Shyama, aged fortyfour, has fallen
for a younger
man. They want
a child together.
Meanwhile, in
a rural village
in India, young
Mala, trapped in
an oppressive
marriage, dreams
of escape. When
Shyama and Mala
meet, they help
each other realise their dreams.
But will fate guarantee them both
happiness?

Author, actress, comedian Meera
Syal CBE, has already achieved
great success with scripts,
TV shows and novels.
Versatile in her
talents,
Syal’s
latest
and much
anticipated
release
arrives
nearly 16
years after
her last book,
Life Isn’t All
Ha Ha Hee
Hee.

”

Never afraid to push the boundaries
in discussing topical issues facing
the Asian community, The House
of Hidden Mothers follows in the
same vein as Life Isn’t All Ha
Ha Hee Hee in its determination
to tackle difficult topics. Late
parenthood and surrogacy is not
often openly discussed, although it
is extremely prevalent in the British
Asian community. With many ‘latemothers’ returning to India in search
of surrogates, there are now roughly
3,000 clinics that provide in vitro
fertilisation in India.
Published in hard back by
Doubleday: £14.99.

Kismet, Fate, Call It What You Like:
By Shazia Hobbs
Masterfully crafted by Sara
Solomon, this intelligent and
exquisitely-written narrative sees
a Persian cat purring the stories of
five British households that each
live to a very international agenda.
And it comes with a message; that
humans are humans, transcending
all culture and belief to unite through
their most basic instincts and
needs. Readers are sure to learn a
thing or two about who they really
are, and what individuality really
means. Solomon then challenges
her audience to decide if life’s
happenings occur because of fate,
or the bold influence of the human
condition…

Diversity, the “melting pot” and
cultural integrations – all buzzwords
for a British society that, according
to a report from Policy Exchange,
could see ethnic minorities make
up one third of the population by
2050. Author Sara Solomon has
a bold message for those getting
consumed by this shift, that
everyone is just human at their core
and all share each other’s space
and destiny.
This concept is explored through a
unique blend of black comedy and
thought-provoking paradoxes in
‘Kismet, Fate, Call It What You Like’.
Making readers both cackle and
cry, the narrative proves that human
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nature transcends beyond faith and
nationality’
Available via Amazon pbk £4.80
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Awake Your Dreams. Stop Procrastinating! Start Achieving!
Rachanaa Jain reveals the secret to successful life with guided actions
Drawing inspiration
from some of
the greatest
spiritual teachings,
Rachanaa Jain
offers up spiritbased principles,
secrets, and
practical do-themin-the-moment

tools to help bring one out of
procrastination. Upon constantly
getting and taking spiritual
inspiration from others all the time,
Rachanaa Jain feels it’s time to give
some back by affirming the highest
good for others through this book.
“I am thrilled with the launch of
this book,” says an overwhelmed
Rachanaa Jain. “My book ‘Awake

Your Dreams. Stop Procrastinating!
Start Achieving!’ shows how easy
it can be to action your plans. If
each of my readers imbibe the little
acts mentioned in my book, I am
sure they will learn to break free
from self-destructive putting off
habits, and move into freedom and
accomplishment.”
Available on Amazon £24.99
www.AsiansUK.com
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